
LIKE CLOCKWORK      
 
It ate the food it ne’er had eat  / And round and round it  
  —Coleridge, "Rime of the Ancient Mariner" 
 
turns the North Pacific Gyre, an inadvertent monument  
to the esemplastic imagination, narrowing clockwise  
in such a lazy spiral that a Thank You bag blown afloat  
off San Francisco takes six years while a printer cartridge  
ejected from Tokyo takes only one to reach the photo- 
degrading doldrums of the central polymeric water column.   
 
 In upon a squall line   if it floats       sweeps a Laysan albatross  
it’s food if     her binocular gaze   a ballpoint squid     
 darting about       a redtail sand shovel    for food she’ll gulp  
a soft-bristled spine  and gulp down       it floats it’s       
 her black wing-blades  food if it  scarcely undulent  
casting the sole       a white dimpled golf egg      bobbing shadow  
 a fliptop pink shell-cap     on the polished sea       if it  
which marks the hour      floats it’s  in Yukon Savings  
 a baby blue spoon-bill       food  in Daylight Anthropocene.    
 
I’ve never been there, to the Midway Atoll,  
and from Berkeley, California I can’t hear or see  
the volcanic coral breeding reef of the albatross.   
But through the webcam I believe I can feel – 
from their clacking low bobs, their beak tucks  
under one wing, from their waddle struts  
and their heavenward whinnies – 
the deep exulting of the forty-year mates  
and the rocking glee of their gray down gooney,  
who claps his beak in his mother’s beak  
to stimulate regurgitation, a feeling the sun  
seems to deride by shining on the plastic  
mechanism in a neighboring chick’s remains  
as a glaring illustration of Descartes’ thesis  
that the nonhuman beast is a soulless robot,  
however far it might exceed some skill of ours— 
in navigating the magnetic heavens, for instance—  
as a traveling alarm clock will peep precisely  
when the appointed hour comes around while  
people can make only a rough approximation.   
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VERTIGO  
 
Our November drive down the redwood coast  
is off, our respirators and filters on.   
It’s a spare-the-air day, thickening already  
with particulate sunlight and ashflakes.  Last night,  
far north of the Bay, a wildfire made  
its own weather, like a climate, whipping up  
a fire whirl, a funnel flame, a fire-nado  
that twisted ablaze conifers, photo albums  
and stiff chaparral and spiraled them skyward  
into a mile-high smoke torrent  
that jetted across the continent over New York,  
New England and the North Atlantic.   
Unbelievable, we say, meaning inconceivable,  
a staggering wonder that plunges some  
into an inert disbelief.  Unlike back then,  
 
when Madeleine drove Scottie down the peninsula  
and parked her green Jaguar at the sunny brink  
of the Big Basin redwood forest,  
which makes its own atmosphere, like a planet,  
verdant with fog and giddy with oxygen.   
They entered in silence its dark cinematic  
hush and walked among trees grown  
to a vertiginous height, stopping before a broad  
sequoia sempervirens cross-section  
with dated growth rings:  1066  
Battle of Hastings, 1930  
Tree Cut Down.  (1958  
Filming of Vertigo, floats a little  
beyond the fibrous red bark like a vapor.)   
Looking at it feels like looking down  
into an incredibly deep well that perspective  
narrows into a funnel.  This foreshortening  
of the historical abyss into the present is what  
film buffs call the Hitchcock zoom, when the camera  
backs out and zooms in or zooms out and closes in  
so that viewers suddenly become aware of the scene  
impinging on or casting off from its focal character.   
 
Usually it’s hard to see the climate for the days,  
the carbon emitted by Madeleine’s green Jaguar  
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doing its part to this day to heat our planet.   
But an unreal, unheard-of weather event  
will zoom the overlying climate into focus  
for a moment, and bathe us in an icy astonishment.   
As though the earth looked around and saw  
it was the only planet swaddled in habitable  
gases.  But nothing can keep on knowing  
like that.  So the days look up and move on.   
The smoke turns away from the Bay and tomorrow  
they say the weather will be fine.   
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JACOB’S MEADOW  
 
Your way of putting some distance between us,  
mourning dove, in seemly haste,  
quickstepping (your turtleneck gaze  
craning forward and flexing back  
like a Singer sewing needle) and then  
flustering aloft to the telecommunication line  
and crooning—all of it pleases me,  
pleases me way beyond the ways  
we’ve misconstrued you.  Your wings whistle  
no eerie wail but a call to flight,  
your moan in dove minor lures  
your next mate, and your spirited relocation  
to a level only a little above me  
shadows forth no seraphic transmutation,  
no hereafter species to aspire to,  
nothing more than a song perch.   
 
And you, angel, you’re no missing rung.   
Look at you!  You’re an evolutionary  
monstrosity!  Why were you fitted with arms  
as well as wings?  For brandishing a lily?   
Flourishing a sword like a right-handed beak?   
And those tender feet, gracefully adangle  
or decorously robed—what have they  
ever seized?  Do they walk or hop?   
Either way, without you the great  
rope ladder of beings would collapse  
all over the place, and all earth’s creatures  
would find themselves on the same footing.   
Which of course they already do.  All but us.   
 
Earth to Jacob, snap out of it!  That angel  
you were grappling with in your guilty dream  
on the banks of the Jabbok?  That was your brother,  
Esau.  That starlit ladder?  The oleander  
riverbank.  And those departing and arriving messengers?   
Bats homing in on the mosquitoes in the meadow  
that had gorged themselves on you.  Yes, bats,  
your distant neighbors, embracing the afterlight  
with their handsome five-digit wings.   
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THE LIKES  
 
Even insects play together, as has been described by that excellent observer, P. Huber, 
who saw ants chasing and pretending to bite each other, like so many puppies.   
     —Charles Darwin, The Descent of Man 
 
Like the bemused boy, collecting similes  
on the Alighieri farm north of Florence,  
on knees and elbows (so near that a nostril hair  
dislodges a dirt grain from an ant mound),  
who wonders whether the brown air-kissing tribe  
is sharing news of the trail and planning their chances.   
 
Like the inquisitive mimic, seeking analogies  
face down in his Down House garden, who plucks  
the springiest hair from his beard and with it tickles  
and strokes an aphid’s abdomen, as much in an ant’s  
manner as he can manage, failing, however,  
to stimulate its limpid sweet excretion.   
 
Like us two, not unhurried, similarly inclined,  
nuzzling on California’s coastal range.   
Up close, I’ve seen them, feeler to feeler,  
spreading their word, just like in Dante’s poem.   
Just talking about it makes my skin formicate.   
Must be catching.  I’m feeling antsy too.   
 
Just so the ants, those pheromonal communicants;  
with their jointed antennae they suss each other out.   
And also?  Do they – insofar as they’re cognizant of us  
humanoid cloud formations – assume we hold   
nothing curious inside?  Or do they make it their  
working hypothesis that we’re like-minded?   
 
 


